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Abstract

This research is aimed at explaining the form of language interferences in bukalapak advertisement edisi during January - July 2017. This research used descriptive qualitative method through sociolinguistics approach. The object of the research were the utterances in the Bukalapak advertisement which display by official youtube during Januari up to July 2017. The total number of data used was 131 data. Those data were collected through recording and notetaking. Based on the data analysis, it is found that there is interferences in the Bukalapak advertisement which display by official youtube during Januari up to July 2017. The phonology interferences is divided into two types namely deletion of the sound and addition of the sound. While the morphology interference is the errors in affixation on some Indonesian words.
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Introduction

In the trade world, communication hold a main role which cannot be ignored. Communication use mass media which usually use to deliver information or advertisement. One of the advertisement in Indonesia is the Bukalapak advertisement. Offering product and services advertisement by Bukalapak and display on Januari up to July 2017 contain with the relation between language and society in advertising form. In those advertisements, there are some foreign language variation including English which is used together with Indonesian. The aim of the advertisement offering is to invite and to elicit the buyers to do transaction through online by using application of Bukalapak. Sometimes an advertising is made to commercialize some language expression which is not commonly use by the society. Therefore, it is appeared some ungrammatical based on the rules of Indonesian pattern. It is always performance by language society. They always claim that those expression were created by theirselves, therefore, those are just understood by specific community.

According to Nababan (1984), interference is an error which is caused by the habit of uttering an utterance of one language towards other language included the pronunciation, phonology, grammatical and vocabulary. Interference is a deviation of language norms in using a language as a result of knowing other language. Transfer in language contact can be happened in all aspects of linguistics such as phonology, morphology, syntax, semantic, also lexicon.

The previous research on language interferences have been conducted by some former researchers, such as Haryanto (2005) entitled “Interferensi Bahasa Inggris,
Method

The method used of this research was descriptive research by using sociolinguistic approach. The data source were advertisement of trade online of Bukalapak.com Januari up to July 2017 which is displayed in official Youtube channel of Bukalapak.

Results

The following is the findings of this research:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Types of Interference</th>
<th>Utterances</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.  | Fonologis            | *Nego lagi nego lagi*  
*Perbedaan bukan untuk unpren-mengunpren*  
*Bukan pula untuk bersetru*  
*Makhin beragam makhin lengkap*  
*Bukalapak emang cingcai*  
*Harga santai, kagak lebay*  
*Dinego aje say, pasti bisa say*  
*Pesen tivi flat sekrin bisa*  
*Makin banyak kamu belanja makin banyak amplop yang kamu *daper* buat belanja selanjutnya*  
*Buka aja Bukalapak* | D 9  
D 23  
D 27  
D 31  
D 33  
D 34  
D 35  
D 53  
D 73  
D 76 |
DISCUSSION

1 Analysis Interference Phonologis

Phonological Interference happened when a speaker expresses words from one language by putting some sounds from other language. Phonology Interference is differentiated into two types namely: deletion of the sound and addition of the sound.

a Interference phonology through deleting sound

Data D 9 shows phonological interference which is noticed by the word nego which is in the basic form “negosiasi” and formed from 9 phonemes [negosiasi]. However, the speaker only utter “Negosiasi” by deleting phonemes /s/, /i/, /a/, /s/, and /i/ in the fifth position until the end of the word. The phenomenon of the phoneme deletion can be categorized as “contraction” form. Sometimes the speaker utter the word negosiasi becomes jadi nego. The speaker speak too fast, then they do not pay attention to the correct sound of words. It is also happened in the advertisement which in the fast conversation or in the informal situation. The makers of advertisments always shorten the utterances.

In the data D 27, there is a phonology interference, namely in the word “bersetru”. It has nine original sounds. It consists of /b/ /e/ /r/ /s/ /e/ /t/ /e/ /r/ /u/. However, it the real utterance, it is found that the speaker utters the word berseteru by deleting the phoneme /e/ at the seventh order in the middle of the word. The phenomenon of the phoneme deletion sometimes happened because the speaker ignores the sound. Therefore, the speaker utter “berseteru” becomes “bersetru”. The original form of bersetru has phoneme /e/ which is in middle of two consonants. It should be pronounced clearly becomes berseteru [bərsəˈtəru].

In the data D 33, there is a phonological interference. The data of phonological interference is emang. The phoneme emang is in the inappropriate form. It is because the phoneme phoneme /m/ is deleting in the front position. The correct form of emang is memang. The form has consonant /m/ which is followed by vocal sound, then it is articulated nasally namely memang [mEman]. The deletion of vocal or consonant sound always happen in the utterances process in an advertisement since it is needed to be in a short duration. It is also experienced by the maker of Bukalapak advertisementi Januari 2017 edition. The reduction of phonology is conducted to solve the problem about the limited duration of the advertiseent. Unfortunately, this gives effect on the phonological aspect of one language.

In the data D 35 and D 78, there are also phonological interferences. The form
of phonological interference is deleting and exchanging the phoneme. It can be seen in the word *aje* and *aja*. A couple of the word has the same basic form, namely *saja*. *Saja* has four phonemes which consists of /s/ /a/ /j/ /a/. In the word *aje*, the phoneme /s/ which is in the first position of the word is deleting. It is followed by phoneme /a/ which is in the end position also changing into phoneme /ə/. While in the word *aja* is in the incorrect form since the phoneme /s/ which is in the first position is deleting. The data is experiencing the deleting phonological interference is influenced by Jakarta dialect [aja] and Betawi [ajə]. Both of the forms has the similar form and has phoneme /s/ in the initial position and /a/ in the end position. Each of phoneme is separated by vocal and consonant sound sequently. Those can be uttered fricatively namely *saja* [saja]. In the Bukalapak advertisement Januari 2017 edition. The maker probably thinks that the use of *aja dan aje* are not different from the original form namely *saja*, Most of the advertisement makers consider that the phenomenon of language interference is not a big problem. The advertisement makers realize about the phenomenon. In fact, the language interference can omit the originality of the language. However, the phenomenon does not have special attention from the advertisement makers who have clearly only commercial motivation.

In the data D 35, there is a phonological interference. In the interference, there is a deletion of phoneme process. It is signed by the word *say* by the speaker. The basic form of word *say* is *sayang*. Therefore, the appropriate form of word *say* is *sayang* by not deleting some phonemes namely /a/ /y/ /a/ /ŋ/. The reason for this phenomenon is to shorten the advertisement. The main reason for doing the use of slang language is to get the society attention which is easier to be accepted by them. However, it can contribute to the break of the language rules.

**b. The Analysis of phonological interference through the changing of phonemes**

In data D 23, there is a phonological interference towards English words.. Phonological interference happened in the word *anpren*. There is a changing. In the English word *unfriend*. The phonological interference of bahasa Indonesia towards foreign language is usually happened to have a suitable tongue movement in Indonesian. However, in the context of Bukalapak advertisement Januari 2017 edition, the other reason is to create a humorous sense to get the society attention on the advertisement.

In the data D 31, there is a Javanese phonological interference towards Indonesian, namely in the phoneme *makhin*. The form of the phonological interference is the interference of Javanese sound to Indonesian. In java language, there is a different between the phonemes /k/ and /kh/. Indonesia only has phoneme /k/. The form *makhin* is an inappropriate of *makin*. *Makin* is the form which has experienced through the addition of phoneme /h/ in the fourth position in the basic word *makin*. The result is that there is a double consonant which is called as cluster, namely /kh/. The cause of the cluster appearance is that the background of the speaker as Javanese. Therefore, it is appeared the double consonant in the word *makin*.

In data D 53, there is an exchanging phonemes as phonological interference, namely in the word *pesen*. The speaker pronounce phoneme [a] as [ə]. The correct form is *pesan*. It is not suitable if *pesan* is used in the formal communication. However, in the context of an advertisement, the informal language is always used. The word *pesan* is
more frequently used than pesan as in data D 35 dan D 78. The deletion and the changing is influenced by betawi dialect which always changing the vocal [a] becomes vocal [ə].

In the data D 73, there is a phonological interference namely the changing of phoneme in the word dapet. The formal form of the word is dapat. However, in Bukalapak advertisement, the word is pronounced as [dapət]. The vocal [a] which is in middle of two consonants in the word has been experiencing a changing into [ə].

2 The Analysis of Morphological Interference

Morphological Interference is happened if in the forming of a word absorbs the affixes from other languages. The structure deviation happened in language contact among the language they use and other languages that has been mastered. The morphological interference included the errors in putting ending and prefixing. Based on the collected data, it is found that the morphological interference in the Bukalapak Januari up to July 2017 is the interference in affixation deviation in words of Indonesian.

In the data D 39, there is a morphological interference, namely in the word nego. The word in data D 39 has undertaken a morphological interference in the form of prefix and suffix deletion of the word nego. In addition, nego is basically come from the word negosiasi. It seems that the maker of Bukalapak advertisement Januari 2017 edition is interested to shorten the word. In the correct form, the word nego should have prefix and suffix. The complete word should be dinegosiasikan.

In the data D 41, there is a morphological interference, namely in the word masukkin. The form of the interference is the error in the use of prefix –mem and the deviation of the use suffix –kan in the word masukkin. The advertising maker omit the prefix and it remain only the suffix. The suffix is also misinterpretation. Therefore, the correct form of the word is memasukkan.

In the data D 42, there are two words experiencing the morphological interferences. The interference are the deviation of prefix and suffix deletion. First, in the word setuju, the less addition of prefix –mem and suffix –i. and prefix –di also suffix –kan in the morpheme nego which also experience interference previously. In the advertisement context, the maker of the advertisement does not care on language aspect. Therefore, the forms of morphological interference in the affixation are always found. Examples of the affixation intereferences such as in the words setuju dan nego. Those should be menyetujui and dinegosiasikan.

In the data D 55, there is an interference in the affixation matter, namely in the morpheme jadi. There should be prefix –men in the word jadi. The word jadi should be in form jadi = menjadi.

In the data D 56, there is an interference at morphological level, namely at word minggunya. The word that has been experiencing on morphological interference is using particle –nya. Particle –nya is usually used to sign an own. However, the particle –nya must be used appropriately to make an effective use of a language. Therefore, the use of word minggunya, is better used without particle –nya, then in order to make it more effective and also it is not confusing.. The context of own in minggunya is not clear. The ambiguity of context can be seen as ineffective expression. Therefore, the advertisement maker should realize the ineffective of language use.

In data D 70, there is morphological interference, namely in the words belanja dan dapetin. The form of the morphological interference in the both of the words is the
errors in affixation. There should be prefix –ber and suffix –kan sequentially in the words *belanja* and *dapatin*. The morphological interference from affixation always happened in the Indonesian. The form of the interference consists of verb + suffix –in. No matter what the last sound of the words, whether it is vocal or consonant. It is always added with the suffix –in. However, the rule does not exist in affix of Indonesian formally. The word *dapatin* has basic form *dapat*. It is ended with *wiyandana* (consonant) –t. The form *dapatin* is changing in active verb in Indonesian. The word *dapatin* is more appropriate if it is added with suffix –kan becomes *dapatkan*. Then, based on the rules of the Indonesian, the word *belanja* should be added with the prefix –ber becomes berbelanja. In Bukalapak advertisement, unfortunately the affixation has not been paid attention. The maker of the advertisement is only focused on the safe and aesthetic of language as etalase in advertising without the formality of the language.

In the data D 71, there is a morphological interference in the words *pilih* and *lakukan*. Both of the words experience the morphological interference and and the particle. Both of the words should be ended with particle –lah. Because the addition of particle –lah will show the real action meaning of both words. *Pilih* becomes *pilihlah*, *lakukan* becomes *lakukanlah*. The addition of particle –lah is appropriate. It is because the meaning context of the advertisement is asking the watchers to buy by using online application Bukalapak. Words *pilihlah* and *lakukanlah* have enforcement to society who are watching Bukalapak advertisement to shop and choose the thing that have been published online in the Bukalapak website easily.

In the data D 77, there is a morphological interference. It is signed in the word *dapat*. The form of morphological interference in the data D 77 is an error in affixation, namely the deleting the prefix –men and suffix –kan in the word *dapat*. The affix in the initial and in the end should be a confix in the form of verb. The word *dapat*, should be given an affixation process to be in the perfect form namely *mendapatkan*. However, in the context of Bukalapak advertisement, the concept verb meaning in a word has been ignored. The maker of advertisement is just thinking about the “understandable”. As long as it is accepted by the society easily. Therefore, it is suggested to the advertisement maker to keep using the correct vocabulary and should be supported not only rational aspect but also language formality touch.

In the data D 113 happened a morphological interference, namely in the word *beli*. The form of the morphological interference is the error by deleting the confix pe— an. The appropriate form of morpheme *beli* safer experiencing the morphological process namely affixation is *pembelian*. The confix pe—an is the prefix forming the noun. It is necessary for data D 113 to have morphological process in the form of pe-an affixation because of the relation of the meaning context. The complete form of the data D 113 is *beli apa aja, say*, kthe word *beli* is not functioned as verb but a noun. Therefore, the morpheme *beli* gets a force meaning from the confix pe—an which refers to the action. However, the advertisement maker make unclear limit between the verb and the noun by not using the affixation. The result of the unclearness is the ambiguity of the word influence the concept of the meaning. Unfortunately, ironically, the advertisement maker ignore the ambiguity in Bukalapak advertisement July 2017 edition.

In the data D 114 exists a morphological interference. It is in the word *bayar*. The form of morphological interference in the data D 114 is an error by deleting the
confix pe—an which refers to action in the word bayar. The phenomenon in the data is similar to the data D 114. Therefore, the appropriate form of bayar after the morphology process is pembelian.

The correct form of the morphological interference as follows:

a Ambil HP say, tinggal dinegosiasikan sampai cingcay (D 39)
b Jangan lupa memasukkan angka nego say (D 41)
c Menyetuju harga penawaran atau dinegosiasikan lagi say (D 42)
d Mau menjadi sambilan atau kerja tetap, semua bisa menjadi agen Bukalapak (D 55)
e Dapatkan tiga juta rupiah setiap minggu (D 56)
f Berbelanja sekarang dan dapatkan amplopnya (D 70)
g Caranya pilihlah barang dan lakukanlah transaksi (D 71)
h Mau berbuka sambil mendapatkan amplop? (D 77)
i Pembelian apa aja, say (D 113)
j Pembayaran apa aja, say (D 114)

Conclusion

The utterances at the Bukalapak advertisement Januari up to Juli 2017 edition consist of some language interferences, especially the foreign language, local language and slang language towards Indonesian language. In an advertisement, language becomes a powerful interest to get the society attention. Unfortunately, it is ironic when the language in an advertisement is disturbed by the foreign language and slang language to get the successful and the goal of the advertisement.
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